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Caribou calves expected in near future
by Mark Kellis
Staff Writer
The next public viewing of the caribou, and the last
one until the summer, is scheduled for April 11, from
I to 4 p.m.
Mark McCollough, project leader of the caribou
reintroduction project, said the pen will be off-limits
to the public during May because the female caribou
will be giving birth to- calves.
-"However, any unnatural stress coutd-cause death for
the- newborn calves," McCollough said.
McCollough said there are 22 caribou, 20 female and
two male. He added that 10 to 18 calves are expected
within 'six weeks.
"It's going to be a surprise to us(how many calves
that will be born). Caribou,don't show their pregnancy," he said.
McCollough said the April II howing should be
especially impressive to the public.
"All of the caribou are in excellent health. They came
through the winter well.
"The stags are just starting to grow their antlers,"
he added

He said the pen will be ready for uselby the caribou
sometime in the fall.
McCollough said the -Den is one von", in which the
Caribou Transplant Corp., a privately-funded
--Corporation, will repay the University of Maine for all
of its help.
"We're putting more than $10,000 into improving the
pen area," McCollough said, adding that the pen
"All of the caribou are in excellent will be left to the university in 199,i or 1992 when the
caribou have been released from /the pen.
health. The came through the winter
McCollough said the newborn calves will be allowed to remain with their mother for a year after birth.
The adult caribou form the nursery herd, and their
Mark McCollough young will be released when this year is up.
"They will be released sometime during the summer
McCollough said a larger pen is currently being conof 1987, probably in Baxter State Park,"
structed to accommodate the new caribou.
McCollough said.
.
The live-acre caribou pens are being expanded tairt_.:_
McCollough said $90,000 is needed for the_n ewwelude 10 more acres, which will provide more natural
ing year for research and the care of the caribou.
forage for the caribou and minimize the environmenFund-raising is done in a variety of ways.
tal impact.
Currently the corporation is offering a limited ediThe Williams Lumber Co. cleared the site for
tion print of a stag woodland caribou from a pencil
the 10-acre expansion, and fencing will be finished in
drawing by McCollough.
(See CAR1 page 2)
June, McCollough said.
McCollough said more than 8,500 people have
come to see the caribou in the five previous Public
view ings.
The pen can be accessed from a dirt road behind
Hilltop Commons. Spectators can gather in the parking lot behind the commons to attend the viewing,
McCollough said.

Canada week explores
Maine/Canada link
by Susan J. Plourde
Staff Writer
The connection between Maine and Canada is being celebrated
this week, said Rand Erb of the Canadian/American Center.
Canada Week 1987 is the 12th edition of this annual event which
focuses on the many ties between Canada and the United States,
according to Professor James Herlan, assistant director of the
Canadian/American Center.
From Monday, March 30 through Friday, April 3, this connection is explored in a series of films, lectures and exhibits.
The tradition of a Canada Week began 12 years ago when the
New England/ Atlantic Province/Quebec Center was changed and
expanded from a small regional program. said Herlan.
In 1975, the Canadian/American program at the University of
Maine was expanded by President Howard Neville and Ronald
Tallman, program director.

MacNeil is the outstanding Canadian journalist of our time."
Rand Erb

('olonel Philip Michaud, professor of Military Science, called the film Platoon an inaccuiale
picture of the ielnam war before an audience of morethan 150 people in Hancock Hall. See story
(Baer photo)
page 2.

"The establishment of the Canadian/American Center also expanded the sense of what the center was doing, putting more focus
on Canadian/American issues," Herlan said.
Erb estimates that close to 50 percent of Maine's population
has some Canadian ancestry.
"Canadian studies is so important, not only because of the emotional ancestral connection, but because of the ecological and
technological ties." he said.
Many of the problems currently facing Maine, like acid rain and
the spruce budworm, are international in scope. Erb said.
"The potato fields in Aroostook County don't realize when they
cross the border and become Canadian potato fields; the Gulf of
Maine doesn't realize when it becomes the Bay of Fundy," he
said.
A public lecture and film on Thursday, April 2 will concentrate
on one of the issues facing Maine-Canadian relations, the purchase of hydroelectric power from Quebec by Central Maine Power.
Highlighting the week's events is the lecture by Robert MacNeil
of the MacNeil/Lehrer NEWSHOUR titled "The Influence of
American Media on Canadian Culture" which will be held Friday, April 3 at 8 p.m. in the Hutchins Concert Hall.
(See CANADA page 2)
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Ucturer calls Platoon inaccurate
by Brian G. Quirion
Volunteer Writer

"We will never face the reality of Vietnam by watching movies like Platoon," said Lt.'Colonel Philip
Michaud, a professor of Military
Science, at a program held Tuesday night
in Hancock Hall.
Michaud has served in the Armed
Forces for more than 26 years, with a
year of that spent in Vietnam.
According to Michaud, Platoon was
not as accurate a depiction of the war
as the public has been led to believe.
"We did a lot more construction than
destruction in Vietnam villages,"
Michaud said. "Platoon didn't show the
guys like us who helped villages with
malaria. As for the leper colony a few
miles away, my doctor wasn't supposed
to go out there, but he did. Our hearts
went out to them."
According to Michaud, about 58,000
Americans were killed in Vietnam, and

onfy 25 percent oflhose who died were
killed in the type of combat-shown-Pr
Platoon.
"The battles were about two to three
minutes long and the enemy was very
well equipped," Michaud said.
"That's what frustrated the Amercian
troops, the enemy was everywhere. They
tame and we hit each other as hard as
we could. Then they left and we
stayed."
"We took much better care of our
dead than is shown in the movie, and we
took better care of North Vietnamese
dead," Michaud said.
According to Michaud, Platoon showed dying men squirming around like
snakes on the ground with-rheir heads
cut off. He added that soldiers died with
more honor than that.
"I don't know what motivates people
to do what the writer of Platoon did,"
Michaud said. "The movie was taken out
of context. You have to wonder how
much of Vietnam is exaggerated. It's like
a fish story. The more it's told, the bigger it •gets."
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"I don't want to belittle the war. It was
tough, but Platoon just is not an accurate picture," Michaud said.
"Things like that happen in every war,
but this-story shows only one piece of
the puzzle."
"One thing that upsets- me is that
because the movie is so pdpular, many
different countries will see it. It paints
us a color that we're not," Michaud
said.
"Platoon will probably win an
Academy Award because it's supposedly the most accurate depiction of the
Vietnam War, and that's a tragedy,"
Michaud said. "The movie did not nearly project the war as I saw it."

"MacNeil is the outstanding Canadian
journalist of our time," said Erb.
Born in Halifax and with family till
living there, MacNeil will explore the influence of American television, films,
books and lifestyles on Canadian
culture, Erb ,said.
Other events throughout the week explore the Canadian/American history,
business connections, arts and political
policies.
Herlan said "We have tried each year
to have a different focus, with a wellknown figure to wrap up the week."
"We are hoping that bringing in a prominent person like Robert MacNeil will
draw interest from all over tile communi_ty." he added.
Erb called Canada Week "the public
expression of 47hat goes on at the Canadian/American Center all during the
year,"

1Coniinued from page 1)
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

One thousand prints hae been produced and are available for a donation
of $25 to the Caribou Fund, 118 Route
One, Falmouth, Maine 04105.
Richard Anderson, treasurer of the
corporation, said, "I'm looking at 75
orders for prints in front of me."
Anderson said at least 400 prints have
already been sold.
"We've gotten orders for the print
from as far away as Alaska," Anderson said, attributing this interest to an
advertisement for the print on the back
page of the Maine Audubon Magazine.
Anderson said plans are underway to
produce a four-color poster of a mother
caribou and her calf.
"We have to wait until some babies are
born (to do this)," Anderson said.
Anderson said $80,000 has already
been raised.
"Not bad, for six months," he said.
Anderson said the fundraising efforts
will not slow down for a while.
"What we're working on is a five-year
t undraising program," said Anderson.
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Michaud said he, had read that the
writer of Platoon used to have
nightmares about his experiences in Vietnam but no longer has them since he
wrote the script.
"He no longer has nightmares, but it's
amazing what a few dollars will do,"
Michaud said.
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Student arrested for trespass
Steve Roper
Volunteer Writer
It's not very often that someone gets convicted for trespassing in a police
station, but for University of Maine student Eric Peterlein, his day in court
has left him with a $100 fine and a mark
his record.
Maine District Court Judge Margaret Kravchuck found Peterlein guilty of
criminal trespass, a class E misdemeanor, on the grounds that he had been
asked to leave the Bangor police station more than once and had not
done so.
Peterlein said he went to the police station late at night Feb. 7 in the interests of bailing out a friend. It was here that he first encountered patrolman
Jeff Millard in the front lobby.
The stories vary considerably from that point."Hey dude, I'm just here to bail out my buddy," Peterlein was quoted
by public prosecutor Gregory Cambell as having said to Millard.
According to Millard, the first witness to take the stand during the 10 minute
trial, Peterlein was "asked at least ten times to leave" the station.
He also said that Peterlein had been "loud and boisterous," and had intentionally hit him in the chest as he was escorting the defendant out of the
station.
It was at this point that the arrest was made.
According to Peterlein, who took the stand offering his own explanation
of "what actually happened," Millard had never been hit in the chest but
may have been jolted when Peterlein stopped abrubtly to ask another question.
"1 just stopped." he said, "I was never belligerent until after I was arrested."
He added that he had planned to leave the station but had underestimated
the seriousness of the officer's intent just prior to the arrest.
‘
._!.1 didn't understand the circumstances as they were happening," he said.
Three days after the trial, Peterlein said he couldn't disagree with the. verdict on techincal grounds, but was disappointed at how the trial had
_
progressed"He acted like he had been considerate," Peterlein said of Millard, referring to the events that.had taken place during the night in question.
Peterlein added that the officer, apparently the only other person in the
lobby at the time, ignored him when he inquired about his friend.
"That's what really infuriated me," he said..
"He was the one who actually initiated the problem by coming around the
counter." Peterlein said the officer grabbed him by the arm to take him
out of .the building at that point.
"The fine doesn't bother me, it's the record that bothers me.
"I'd say it was educational," Peterlein said of the trial, "my feeling
towards it was that (Nlillard's) account was overdramatized."
"Next time I'll have a better idea of what to expect," he said..
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Sculpture represents final
contruction phase
by Melissa Buxton
Staff Writer
The bronze sculpture erected on the
side of the Memorial Gymnasium
represents the final phase of the building
project completed last June.
The bronze ring is a symbol to show
coordination of all sports with a variety
of different athletes and equipment, said
Ron Brown, construction specialist in
Facilities Management.
Brown said although the building project was completed last June, it takes a
while to select an aruist who is best suited
for designing a particular piece of
artwork. According to Stu Haskell, director of
physical education and athletics, when
the state allocates money for building

construction, one percent of that money
has to be spent on artwork.
As part of a state law which went into effect several years ago, this includes
the renovation of old buildings and the
construction of new, he added.
Brown said a committee selected by
the president has the option of picking
any artist to do the artwork.
There is a separate committee selected
for every building project, he said, and
each selects its own artist so that the
same artist is not chosen for every
p'roject.
There is usually only one piece of art
per building project unless the project is
much bigger. This particular building
project cost around $45,000 and the
bronze sculpture cost approximately
$3,000.

Interpretation unfair
by Michael IA Cicco
Staff Writer
The broadening interpretation of the
protection of copywritten software could
lead to unfair competition, said Michael
Gemignani, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences.
Gemignani said many courts seem to
be extending copyright protection to the
screen display the program produces instead of just protecting the program
code.
"By extending copyright protection to
the screen display, large firms like IBM

can beat down competition from smaller
companies," he said.
Gemignani also said the copyright
protection of the displays would reduce
the standardization of commands.
"The industry should move toward
more standardization not away from
it," he said.
"You cannot copyright an idea, only
the expression of that idea,"
Gemignani said.
He said the courts have trouble drawing the the line between where an idea
ends and the expression of that idea
begins.
(see COMPUTER page 41
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Honors banquet planned for seniors
by Melissa Buxton
Staff Writer
In commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the Honors Center, there
will be a banquet for this year's
graduating Honors students.
1937 was the first graduating Honors
class and the three Honors graduates of
that class have been invited back to talk
with graduating seniors.

-Rao former Honort students, Alice
Stewart, a retired history professor, and
Mark Haskell, a lawyer in Washington,
will speak on the value. of an Honors
experience.
Ulrich Wicks, director of the Honors
program, said anybody can be in the
Honors program who has a 3.0 grade
point average. He said students are
challenged with interdisciplinary approaches, independent study and a thesis
Or project.

Honors students converse with professor Steve Cohn.

(Hisinit photo)

Honors students are an elite group
because there are only about 20 to 25
students who graduate each year from
the graduating class of 1,600, he said.
There are approximately 150 to 175
Honors students, but many of them
drop out for various reasons before they
become seniors. Sometimes students
switch majors and do not have time to
work on Honors courses, and other
times their GPAs drop or they cannot fit
the courses into their major, he said.
Even those who do not make it
through the entire Honors program say
they have benefited from taking Honors
courses, said Wicks.
Approximately. 85 percent of all
Honors students go on to graduate or
professional school. Many go on to
medical or law programs, he added.
Each year 25 students from all the colleges in the University of Maine System
graduate with Honors degrees. Both
their transcripts and their degrees will
show that they are graduating with
Honors, high Honors, or highest
Honors.
In the last semester of their senior
'year.-srudents have to go before an examination committee for testing and
Martha Wood. a senior forestry and
Honors student, said that in the first two
years of the program students study
philosophy, psychology and humanities
to broaden their education.
During the last two years of the program, students choose projects within
their majors and work on their theses.
She said she is planning on going to
graduate school and is convinced that
the knowledge obtained from doing
research has helped her.
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(continued from page 3)
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"If a company goes to a judge
and tells him they spent 20 years
and thousands of dollars developing a program that another company cloned in three months for a
few hundred dollars, the judge
might be sympathetic to them.
"Courts have traditionally been
against stealing and many judges
want to find some way to stop it.
"This leads to judges who try to
prevent what they see as an injustice, but trip all over themselves
in the process," he said.
Gemignani said the method by
, which many companies legally
clone other companies' software is
known as a "clean room process".
The process works with two
teams, he said.
"Team A deals with the software
you want to'copy. Their job is to
extract from the program code the
ideas that will be used to develop
.
the competition.
"Team A thep fives these pure
ideas to team 11, which has never
seen the program, and this team independently produces a similar
product." he said.
A law that would copyright the
look and feel of the program, not
simply the program code, would
eliminate this practice, he said.
Gemingnani said such a law
would make no sense.
"Can you, in fact, copyright a
trash can?" he asked.
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NEW AGE JAZZ
DOUBLE FEATURE

in
"The Woods"
We are now taking applications on
these fully furnished 1 bedroom
apartments. Located on a lovely
wooded site in Orono. Consider
sharing with a friend and cut your
rent in half.

Storage space available for anyone.
diferent sizes
prices vary

LIZ STORY
Classically Trained and Jazz Inspired
Solo Piano
'She strings 'cog melodies through
shifting harmonics like rINTIT strearrung
tl.wa rocaY Paths"- Keyboard

MICHAEL HEDGES
Innovative Steel Stung Guitar
Three coucally acclaimed W,ndhani Hill albums.
"...Michael Hedges has established
himself as a true innovator of the
steel-string guitat.-_G.,a,Piggy
,
ikkg.

Friday, April 10, 8:00 PM
Maine Center For the Arts
Hutchins Concert Hall, University of Maine,Orono
General Adnnssion
Student

For particulars call Linda at
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Orchestra
$8.00
86.00

Balcony
$6.00
$4.00

For Tickets and Information Call 581-1755
Order nckeu by phrase using your VISA or MASTERCARD 8 CO 4 10
weekdays
Box Office Window open 10-00-3 00 weekdays

P.I. REALTY MANAGEMENT, INC.
942-4065
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Students needed to fill
committee seats

5

,Have a seat!

by Matt Mullin
Staff Writer
The number of student vacancies on administrative committees
has student leaders concerned.
The opportunity for student involvement is available, the problem
iS finding people who want to serve on the boards, said Christopher
Boothby, president of student government.
"Right now within the student government there are -a number of administrative and faculty committees that have a small number of students
on them, and a large number of openings," he said.
"Some of the committees, such as the Student Aid Advisory, and the
Substance Abuse Advisory, do not have any students as representatives,"
Boothby said.
John Turner, executive assistant to the president said,"As a part of the
mandatory fee budgetary committee there will be a group of students that
will be responsible for where the money goes."
"The committee will be established sometime soon. One of the big rules
about this committee is that 51 percent of the members must be students."
Turner said.
"Once they get set up they will only be making recommendations. V.re want
part of their job to be decision making and not just making recommenda-tions to President Lick," Turner said.
Boothby said, "The way to alleviate this problem is to first; bring the problem to the public, and second; find students interested in the committees."
"In some areas it is unfortunate that a number of individuals have to serve
on a number of different committees. It should be the exception and not the
norm," Boot-h-by said. ----Turner said, "It is basically Chris' job to appoint students. Quite frankly,
the problem I have as his assistant is that I have about 40 committees and
there is no way I could call all the students to find someone interested iii any
of the committees."
"Unfortunately, in many cases the students would be non-voting
members," He said."
"If anyone is interested they should come in and see me, because we need
to fill these spaces as soon as possible," Boothby said.
Other committees with few or no students include: Cooperative Education/Field Experience Advisory Committee, Student Services Advisory Committee, and the University Facilities Committee.

This bench on the mall is one of the mans casualties of a long, hard winter al
Maine.
tRisinit photo)
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There will be a Senior Class
Meeting on Thursday, April 2 at
7:00 p.m. in 100 Nutting Hall.
Come find out about:
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SENIOR WEEK EVENTS
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- Fireworks
- Pubnite
- Senior Class Wine & Cheese Reception
for faculty, administration, & staff
- New England New VaudeVille Revue
- Pub Crawl
- Senior Formal
- 1987 Senior Week Roadrace

- Also, _details on...

1987 Senior Celebration
and
Commencement
All Seniors are encouraged to attend!
We will be selling class t-shirts, graduation
announcements, and tickets to Senior Formal
and Senior Bash.
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at the Student Union
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UMaine B'nai B'rith Hillel

PASSOVER SEDERS
First Night,

Monday April 13
With Colby College Hillel

Thesday April 14
With Congregation Beth Israel
advanced reservations required by April 6
contact: Charles Adelberg, 581-3155
leave message please

Second Night,

'41;
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Editorial
New fee will be obstacle
Presumably, this also means costs in the form of fees
also represent a "serious obstacle" for low and moderate
income students and therefore should not be
implemented.
Yet a $200 student life fee, and a room and board
hike of $96 have already been approved by the ROT.
And a proposed in-state tuition increase of 5.percent
will be taken up by the BOT at its May meeting.
But were they?
If the tuition hike is approved, on-campus students-,
In the fee proposal, sent to Chancellor Robert Woodwill be paying roughly $400 more to attend UMaine next
bury March 12, Lick stated that UMaine has an obligayear, and off-campus students about $300 more.
•tion to provide its students with services and programs
In his report to Woodbury, Lick also stated that tuithat are comparable to those offered by other state landtion in Maine was lower than that for other land-grant
grant institutions in New England.
universities in New. England...
But the Visiting Committee report-states: "Compared
He also stated that this was the sentiment of the
to other state colleges, in-state tuition ranks 10th naVisiting Committee, selected by former Governor Joseph
tionally, and out-of-state tuition ranks 4th."
,
Brennan in 1986 to evaluate the UMaine System and • '
The report goes on to state, "In a state in which per
recommendations
to,
him.
report its
capita personal income is 20 percent below that national
Fine.
average, these costs constitute for many people a barrier
to higher education."
But in its report, the Visiting Committee reconunendIn short, UMaipe students have been railroaded by aded that a major portion of the money for improving
ministrators using half-truths to serve their purposes.
programs and
for students con* front the Maine
If administrators had been straightforward With -Slate-Ugistature and from1W—
ivare-sources.
students from the beginning, maybe the student life fee
proposal would not have received the outcry that it did.
The report made no mention of either implementing
student fees or increasing tuition for this purpose.
In fact, the report stated, "The high tuition rate in the
Maine System represents a serious obstacle for low and
moderate income students."
irr
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niversity of Maine President Dale Lick has got
ten his way: the board of trustees approved the
$200 student life fee 9 to 3 last Thursday.
The battle concerning the fee was long and heated.'
During that time, administrators, including Lick, said
they were trying to be as straightforward as possible
with students.
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Jan Vertefeuille
April fool awards
After quietly watching the goingson at
the University of Maine this year as a
disinterested (and often uninterestedl
observer, I think it: is necessary to
recognize the more ridiculous and inane
actions taken by individuals and
organizations on campus.
Although I could fill the entire
editorial page with awards, space constraints limit me to 80 lines.
Therefore I have listed only the most
deserving of this year's recipients of the
First Annual April Fool Awards.
The Pass the Buck Award - presented
to members of the UMaine administration for their response when confronted
with the fact that no one had gotten a
building permit for theuniversity's
hazardous waste facility in Old Town.
They reacted logically; everyone said he
thought someone else got it.
The Pat on the Head Award presented to the UMaine board of
trustees and President Dale Lick for
their treatment of UMaine students at
the March 20 ROT meeting.
While trustees and Lick said the
students speaking against Lick's than-datory fee proposal "handled themselves
well" and were "articulate," the
students were sent home with nothing
more than a pat on the head and the
warm consolation that President Lick
"was proud of them."
The Untrusttworthiee Award presented to the BOT for hiking the cost
of attending UMaine without using any
of the $200 per student to improve
academics.
As a prospective student, I would be
more interested in attending a school
with strong academic programs than one
where I can attend four theater productions free.
The Dixieland Award - presented to
President Dale Lick for his attempt to
dragzIong a little bit of home with him
after his move from Georgia Southern
University.
He has hyped athletics more than
academics just as he did at Georgia
Southern and proposed a very expensive
computer system that G.S.U. used which
is considered obsolete by many computer
experts. Lick also hired a pal from
Georgia Southern whose area of expertise is this computer system and even-invented a position for him - director of
University Innovations. Too bad the
computer proposal was rejected.
The Booby Prize - presented to the
student body for electing Chris Boothby
and Carl Robbins president and vice
president of student government.
Rather than making any changes in
the way the student senate is run or
benefiting the student body. the two have
made the in-fighting and foolish antics
of the senate even worse.
Well folks, you asked for 'em - and
you got 'em.
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Response
Paranoid delusions

When writing...

To the editor:

The Daily Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries from people who care,enough to want their opinions voiced. Letters should be 300 or less, and commentaries
should be about 450. In order to verify the validity of letters, we
must have a name, address and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcomes anonymous
letters, it will not print them unless a special
arrangement for withholding the name has
been made with the editor.
The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries for length, taste
and libel.
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I just finished reading the
student life fee proposal that
was inserted in the March 20-27
Weekly Calendar.
The writer begins by comparing the tuition and mandatory
fee costs of the six state universities in New England.
As we all know, Maine is the
least expensive of the six. This
is used as justification for the
fee. This section of the proposal
reads like "Let's keep up with
the Jcnaeses." I can only
speak for myself, but keeping

This is in regards to the proposed impeachment of President Chris Boothby.
have been following the
situation in the Maine Campus
for quite some time, and think
that President Boothby has not
been well represented. It seems
that Senators O'Day and Higgins have a quarrel to settle with
President Boothby, especially
considering the fact that both
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Antisocial Behavior
Committee meets

Boothby attack irrelevant
To the editor:

While your language impressed me somewhat (How much
time did you spend in the dictionary before you got to the
letter 'Q'?) your intelligence did
not. What promoted this
wonderous display of anal
retentive behavior?

Perhaps it has to do with
your childhood. Nevertheless 1
am talking about your present
psychosis. You are attempting to
create fear and distrust of the
up with the Joneses is not worth would attend more events it US government, in a futile ef$200 a year to me.
fort to re-live the 60s. What
forced to pre-pay for them.
The second justification of
1. ful one, resent thefact that evidenc-eare you privy to, that
the fee is that the education and the administration has decided allows you to make these acgeneral budget is being bled off !how I should spend my time. cusations, but cannot reveal to
to support various cultural pro-My final objection to the fee your readers? Blackmail? Come
grams. The fee will free up is that the administration seems on.
money for ... what? The pro- to have overlooked one imporposal doesn't say. This argu- tant fact — education at Maine
ment remains unconvincing un- is one of the most affordable in
til this is specified.
the country — which is a
Others versions of the pro- significant attraction to
posal which have been publish- students. Increasing tuition and
ed in The Daily Maine Campus adding fees will negate this
mention- the possibility that all advantage,
music department perforTo the editor:
mances and a few events at the
Andrew Roy
Maine Center for the Arts will
Old Town
The Antisocial Behav tor
be free, saying that students
Committee was created by the
University of Maine Council of
Colleges in September. 1986 to
review the occurrence of prowere losing candidates against
A possible solution to this
blem behaviors on Campus.
Boothby at some time or
whole problem could be to
Committee members have
another. It is obvious that this
form certain senators to pay
been meeting regularly with inattack on President Boothby is
more attention to their imdividuals representing student
personal and has no relative
mediate issues. Instead of
affairs, residential life, the
evidence to back up what is
otherwise trying to impeach dudisciplinary process, fratersaid. It seems that the Maine
ly elected President Chris
nities, security, the health center
Campus prefers to interview
Boothby out of a BRUISED
and the EEG office. The ComSenator Higgins over President
EGO. After all, Vv'e, the student
mittee is in the informationChris Boothby, after all, all I
body, elected Chris Boothby to
gathering phase and will be
have seen in this distinguished
be our president, so why then
available to meet with innewspaper is one senator's point
would we want him impeached?
dividual students and/or
of view. This attack on Boothby
employees to hear about anseems to be irrelevant, since he
David A. Spicer
tisocial behavior concerns such
was, after all, elected to be our
Student
President of the Student
Government.

Mandatory fee is resented
ro the editor:

In regards to Walt Karwicki's
letter
concerning "BIG
BROTHER" in America, I have
some questions.
Mr. Karwicki, where do you get off with
these paranoid delusions about
life?

If the "BIG BROTHER"
type of government that you
believe is in control, really is in
'control, then they wouldn't have
to resort to such measures to
save their collective ass(ets).
And your letter, what about
that?
Such truth would have to be
suppressed. Or better yet they
might let you publish the letter,
to preserve the illusion of
freedom, and just prevent any
mail from going to that address.
(Humm...That might explain
the empty mailbox)
So, in light of it all, I have a
few suggestiom. First, take your
fist out of your butt (doesn't
that feel better?). Next, check
yourself into one of those state
hospitals, and let the nice men
in the clean ‘white coats help
you. You don't have to take my
advice, or anyone else's, and you
can always kave. It's a free
country.

as violence, vandalism and
harassment and to tend
recommendations.
The Committee is cognizant
of the potential delicate nature
of the material and pledges absolute confidentiality. You are
encouraged to contact one of
the committee members listed
below to schedule a time from
April I through April 10 to
meet with committee members.
Committee:
Dana W. Birnbaum, Chair, ext.
3132
Steven E. Barkan, 2387
Mary L. Cormier, 6030
Deborah DeMoulpied, 3250
James F. Linehan, 3247
Alan J. Kimball, 2849
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News Briefs
Youth arrested in
shotgun attack
CHICAGO (AP) — Police have
charged a 16-year-old with eight
counts of aggravated battery in a
shotgun attack on a group of•young
people outside a store.
Nine people suffered minor injuries
when the teen-ager opened fire late
Saturday near the Cabrini-Green
public housing project, police said.
Eight teen-agers and a 2I-year-old
man were treated at hospitals and
released.
The juvenile allegedly fit‘l on the
people after they walked,outside the
convenience store, Sgt. Cindy Pontoriero said Sunday.
"This is an apparent gang
rivalry," she said, adding that the
lice report did hoL identify the
gangs involved.

Unemplomnet rate
drops in Maine
AUGUSTA, Maine (API —
Maine's unemployment rate dropped
to 5.9 percent in February.. continuing to stay below the national average
but among the highest in New
England, the state Labor Department
reported Monday.
The decline; from 6.8 percent in
January, was attributed largely to
seasonal,factors such as the return of
work-study students and hourly
employees to their jobs after the holiday vacation season at private and
public schools.
Last month's rate also compared to
6.2 percent in February 1986, a reflection.of continuing increases in nonmanufacturing jobs. Non-farm wage
and salary employment increased at
a rate of 4.7 of 22,000 non manufacturing jobs far more than

offset a loss of 700 manufacturing
jobs, the department said.
Among the five New England
states whose figures were available —
Connecticut's was not available —
Maine had the highest February
unemployment.rate. Still, the state's
rate remained well below the national .
average of 7.2 percent, said depart'spokeswoman --Alice
ment
Kirkpatrick.

'Sunflowers' bring
$39.85 million
LONDON (AP) — An anonymous
buyer Monday paid $39.85 million for
Vincent van Gogh's Sunflowers."
a dazzling yellow work the artist once
had hoped to sell for $125.
The_price_was more than triple the
record for an auctioned painting.
The bid of 24.75 million pounds,
accepted by telephone, came on the
134th anniversary of the birth of the
Dutch artist.
Van Gogh committed suicide in
1890 at the age of 37, unable to sell
his paintings.
The price stunned the packed
saleroom at Christie's auction house.
Art buyers and enthusiasts from
around the world had gathered there
expecting a record, but not of these
proportions.
Christie's wouldn't disclose the
buyer's identity or even the country
the bid came from, but there were
rumors that the buyer was in Japan.
Christie's had sent the picture on a
tour of Tokyo, New York and Zurich.
I am 99.9 percent certain it was
from Japan," said New York dealer
Jacob Baal-Teshuva, who watched the
auction.
"There are only 10 to 15 people in
the world, and the Getty Museum,
who can afford that kind of money.
It was a fantastic price. mind-

boggling. Nobody expected it. We
thought the top might be 18 million
pounds (30 million)," he said.
In Malibu, Calif., spokeswoman
Lori Starr of the J. Paul Getty
Museum said the museum was not
.the purchaser.

Assigning hermit
guardian disallowed
BOSTON (AP) — A Housing
Court judge had no authority to appoint a guardian for a hermit fighting
eviction from a lean-to on public
land, a. judge ruled Monday.
•
State Appeals Court Judge Joseph
Warner ordered a stay of a lower
court's ruling nIming a guardian for
Bill Britt, who has lived nearly 20
years at Chestnut Hill Reservoir. The
stay is effective pending an appeal.
Britt has been in and out of court
in recent months fighting a state ef.
fort to make him leave the five-acre
patch he calls home.
Housing Court Judge E. George
Daher has given Britt until July 1 to
find, a new home. But earlier, this
month, after tritt resisted offers of
housing alternatives. Daher said he
would name a guardian to work with
Britt's children to find him a new
place to live.
Britt refuses public assistance and
.subsists on money he makes redeeming discarded cans and bottles.

Court to decide if
snow can be owned
MILWAUKEE(AP)— Prosecutors
will consider whether snow is private
property in deciding whether or not
to prosecute a woman who took a
hatchet to a bikini-clad snowwoman
she found offensive.

Chief Prosecuter John Carter has
scheduled a meeting Tuesday in the
case.
"The parties are coming in for
review,"
- Carter said. "I'll make a
decision after they present their sides
whether to go ahead with the case in
municipal court or drop it."
Police cited Kathleen A. Zanio, 43;
for disorderly conduct and vandalism
of private property after she destroyed
a snow sculpture with a hatchet on
March IS.
The woman was part of a sculpture
that also included a man and two
children. Bill Hackbarth. 30. and his
roommate Jeff Barnett, 33, had built
it on their front lawn.
Ms. Zanio, a carpenter and former
member of the School Sisters of St.
Francis, could not be reached for
comment Monday. There was no
answer to her home telephone.
She was quoted earlier as sayinT:
"To me it wasn't an artistic endeavor.
This was exposing women's bodies
again — and I took offense to
that."

Dehmlow wins
climb for leukemia
SEATTLE (AP) — As a man on
his way up, John Dehmlow was unsurpassed. He climbed the 70 floors
of stairs at the Columbia Seafirst
Center in 7 minutes, 3 seconds.
Dehmlow of Bellevue was faster
than anyone else up the 1,300 steps of
the tallest building on the West Coast
Sunday during a race to raise money
for leukemia research. Some 675 people ran or walked up the stairs, raising more than $50,000. Among them
were 58-year-old Mount Everest
climber Jim Whittaker; Chris
Mankin, 20, of Seattle, a leukemia
victim who made the run in 13
minutes even though he was carrying
his 5-month-old son, John Jr.

Classifieds
Recently finished grad student with
12 yrs. carpentry experience.
available for major minor home
repair and renovations. References
available 827-6788.

TYPING Fast, professional, dependable, cr%ii,:e by an experienced
word processor in her own
home.. Convient location,
reasonable. Call 866-7058

FOUND One male Brittany Spaniel,
orange and white, limps, found by
Park Place. Phone 866-3960

ISLAND HOUSE in ME. 3 BR,
deck, shoreline view, hiking, swimming. S350/week. Longterm rentals
too. No smokers please. Al
Layton. (609) 466-1102.

la Orono: Renting apartments for
next fall, showing and leasing. For
app't call 827-2402 or 827-7231.

Inc sale: IBM personal computer
with two double sided disk drives.
640 K memory, AST six pack plus
card. Color graphics adaptor,
monitor, printer cables, and $400
worth of still f-actory sealed software. Lists for over $3,000 but will
sell for only $1,800 or best offer. Call Michael Di Unto at
866-3920

30 SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE-Resort near Lake Michigan. June 7
thru Labor Day Send selfaddressed stamped 4"•9" envelope
to : Mary C. Ott, Sunny Riciok
Resort, 68300 C.R. 388, South
Haven, MI 49090 (616) 637-4796
Earn $480 weekly- $60 per hundred
envelopes stuffed. Guaranteed.
Homeworkers needed for company
project stuffing envelopes and
assembling materials. - Send
stamped self addressed envelope to
JBK Mailcompany P.O. box 25-61
Castaic, California 91310.

usi
Ths
.=

Reserve a quiet room in private
home for Fall semester within-2
minute walk to University. References required. 866-2816
One 6 bedroom apt.. 2 baths, 2 kitchens. Also heated, one and two
bedroom apartments located within
walking distance to University 866-2816

April and continuing into Summer
and possibbly Fall. Must be willing
to work nights and weekends. Send
resume and references to Eleanor
Gulick - house manager Maine
Center for the Arts.

Summer employment on Marthas
Vineyard. Sales clerks and assistant
candy makers. Write; Murdicks
Fudge 165L 52nd St. S.E. Grand
Rapids, Mi. 49508

SUMMER JOBS WITH UPWARD
BOUND: work with disadvantaged
high school students on UMaine
Campus. We need reading, study
skills, writing, math and computer
science teachers, career counselors,
residential life counselors, and
Others. Slimmer work-study
especially helpful. Excellent professional experience. Room & Board
available for some positions.
Details/Application: Upward
Bound; 35 Shibles Hall, UMaine,
581-2522.

Kelp Wanted - Assistant house
manager to assist house manager in
the recruitment, training, and supervision of a volunteer usher
staff. Part time work beginning in

( laNsufied• are 50' per line. They
are published on Tues. Si Thurs..
and are due Mondays and
V‘ednesdays before noon.

2 men's bicycles - both in excellent
condition 21" frame Motobecane
S300 0.13,0. 23" frame Takara $200
O.RO. Must be seen to appreciate. Call 945-6439 ,
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Gorbachev told to back up his promises
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Moscow(AP)— British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher challenged Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev on Monday to produce deeds that match his
words about/Seeking better relations abroad and providing greater freedom at home.
Mrs. Thatcher took Gorbachev to task specifically
on Human rights and the withdrawal of Soviet troops
from Afghanistan.
"We will reach our judgments not on intentions or
on promises but on deeds and on results," she said
of Western leaders.
Gorbachev repeated the Kremlin position that it
wants a political solution in Afghanistan, where
Moslem insurgents have fought government troops
since a 'communist coup in April 1978. An estimated
115,000 Soviets are ready to discuss human rights
"openly and loudly" if the debate includes unemployment, homelessness and discrimination in the West.
"If re're going to talk about human rights, let's talk
about all rights," Gorbachev said.

Car deaths more
common in least
populated areas
NEW YORK(AP)— Mo
-sideatbs
behind the wheel in the United States
occur in the least populated places.
while the Middle Atlantic and New
England generally show the lowest
motor death rates, an insurance company study said Monday.
In the nation, 19.6 people of every
100,000 died in motor accidents in
1986, a 3 percent rise from 1985, said
Margaret Mushinski, author of the
report in the Satistical Bulletin of
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
The upturn occurred while a national 55 mph speed limit was in effect, and efforts to tighten laws on

They spoke at a state banquet in the Grand Kremlin
Palace on the third day of Mrs. Thatcher's official visit.
Mrs. Thatcher pressed the West's case for arms control, staring with elimination of medium-range nuclear
weapons from Europe and restraints on shorter-range
rockets.
Her attitudes are an important consideration for
Gorbachev because Britain has its own nuclear arsenal
and she has given strong support to U.S. defense
policies.
Gorbachev accused the West of including "a package
of conditions and demands on the Soviet Union" in
proposals for an arms agreement.
"Instead of reductions in the nuclear arms arsenals,
Europe is being offered a buildup of those arsenals,
the deployment óf American shorter-range theater
missiles," he said. Gobachev's reference was to
statements by U.S. officials that Washington would

seatbelt use and drunken driving were
ebing made, she said.
She said 63 percent of motor
fatalities occurred in rural areas.
Men had a higher rate of motor
fatalities. The death rates were 44.5
per 100,000 for men and 10.4 for
women
For adult men, Wyoming had the
greatest motor death rate, 85.9 per
100,000, followed by New Mexico
with 81. Rhode Island showed the
lowest rate, 25.7 per 100,000, with
New York next at 31.
Among women, the highest rate
was 28:1 per 100,000 in Nevada and4
24 in Montana, while the lowest was
9.2 per 100,000 in Massachusetts and
10.1 in New York,_
The state figures came from
1419-81 data, the most recent
available with breakdowns by age, sex
and states, Met Life said.

consider converting some medium-range missiles to
counter what it says is an overwhelming Soviet edge
in short-range rockets.
Soviet officials oppose linking the shorter-range tactical weapons they have in Czechoslovakia and East
Germany with an accord on the medium-range missiles
both superpowers have in Europe.
The Conservative British prime minister restated her
support of President Reagan's research project for a
space-based defensed system, commonly called "Star
Wars," which the Soviets condemn. Western defense
analysts say the Kremlin has a similar program.
As a means of quieting the current East-West debate
on eventual deployment of space defenses, Mrs. Thatcher proposed making a timetable for the research programs of both superpowers and a commitment not to
withdraw from the 1972 antiballistic missile treaty for
a fixed period.

Large -weathervane
is tourist attraction
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — This
city is known for flashy tourist attractions suehras-DigneyTand and-Knott s
Berry Farm, but another attentiongetter is an ordinary 32-year-old,
three-bedroom house.
Well, almost ordinary.
One of the first things passers-by
notice is a 20-foot-high weather vane
incorporating six bicycle wheels and
a bunch of Volkswagen hubcaps.- The...
wind moves all the components, including three ornamental roadrunners
that top the contraption.
"I guess it's kind of a landmark," said homeowner Henrietta
Biegler who, with her husband Henry,
in his 80s, spent 32 years making the

place a family museum of sorts, "We
did it all ourselves, just the two of
The house is fronted 17• a garden
full of meticulously sculpted shrubbery, palm trees and cactus. ornamental animals and cement goddesses.
II
V.,
MAC
'
S al-I.
-by-4-foot -table
with an intricate mosaic top and a tinman figure made entirely from
automotive parts, including sparkplug toes.
Among the thousands of keepsakes
in the home are sports trophies and
gumball machines, a basket full of
baseballs and lamps that pulsate with
music from a tape played and other
remnants from the Bieglers' four
children.
"Everyb.ne who comes in here
about has a fit," Mrs. Biegler said.
"They just stand there and look at all
of this and say 'I can't believe this:"

Robbers get away,
diners get free food
DALLAS(AP) — Two armed men
robbed patrons of a French restaurant
of S200,000 in cash and jewelry, but
they didn't completely ruin the diners'
meal.
Witnesses said customers applauded police when they arrived, resumed their meals and were told when
they left that Saturday night's dinner
was on the house at Chez Gerard.
"Everybody was just sitting there,
basing dinner, and all of a sudden
they were real poor," Ladelle Ross
said.
She said her house was burglarized last March, so it makes no sense
to let the threat of crime keep her at
home.
"I'm just going to go in blue.jeans
and plaid shirt the next time, try to
look real poor and charge it on
plastic," she said.
Restaurant owner Guy Calluaud
told customers the men were robbers
and said they should turn over their
money and jewelry.
The robbers went from table to
table collecting cash, rings, necklaces
and wallets in a canvas bag.
"Hope you enjoy your dinner,"
witnesses,quoted one of the men as
saying.
.
"It's been nice doing business with
you," the man said as he left,
witnesses said.
Police said Sunday it appeared the
men were larger and older than those
believed responsible for ,some
restaurant robberies in January and
February.
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The pregnancy test for your
eyes only.
—

+Walt.°

Private, portable, and easy to read, e.p.t. Plus
can tell you if you're pregn,ant in as fast as
10 minutes. And in 30 minutes if you're not.
You can use it as soon as one day after a
missed period. e.p.t. Plus, a fast and easy
way to know for sure.
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Marines-replace all 28 security guards at U.S. Embassy in Moscow
WASHINGTON(AP)— The Marine
Corps, cooperating with the State
Department, said Monday it has agreed
to replace all 28 security guards at the
U.S. Embassy in Moscow with other
Marines as a special precaution.
The move follows the disclosure that
two former guards are suspected of
repeatedly allowing Soviet agents in the
embassy late at night in what has been
called a critical breach of security..
_Meanwhile, Pentagon sources said
Cpl. Arnold Bracy, one of the former
guards suspected of espionage, was
reduced in rank from sergeant for fraternization with a woman while in Moscow.
The sources, who asked not to be
named, previously disclosed both Bracy
and Sgt. Clayton J. Lonetree became involved with Soviet women who worked
at the embassy.
The sources said Bracy's reduction in
rank came last August, but it did not attract any special attention until investigators began probing Lonetree's activities earlier this year.

The Marine Corps stressed none of
the guards currently posted in.Moscow
is suspected of wrongdoing. But it said
in,a joint statement with the State
Department it would replace all guards
sometime in April.
"This measure is precautionary in
nature and is intended to facilitate an investigation of the security program at the
U.S. Embassy," the statement added.
State Department spokeswoman
Phyllis Oakley said the men withdrawn
from Moscow would eventually be
transferred to guard duties at other embassies. She said she knew of no plans
for special screening or training for the
Marines who would replace the guards
now in Moscow.
The Marine Corps said the guards
would be transferred to the headquarters
of their parent command at the Marine
base at Quantico, 'Va., where Bracy and
Lonetree are being held.
The State Department said last week
it had launched a wide-ranging probe o
security procedures in Moscow along

Summer-Help-NeededMargarita's Restaurant in Camden is taking applications for summer employment. Anyone interested may apply in person on Thursday, April 2
between 1 - 3 p.m. at the Orono Margarita's. No
phone calls please.

with a new "damage assessment,"
following the arrest of Bracy, 21, of New
York City.
Bracy was arrested two weeks ago and
transferred to Quantico on March 24. He
is being held in confinement pending a
pretrial investigation and the placement
of formal charges.
Last Friday, however, the corps said
Bracy's arrest and the continuing

military investigation had prompted the
lodging of five new charges against
Lonetree, bringing the number of counts
he faces to 24.
In outlining thae new charges, the
corps for the first time alleged that
Lonetree and Bracy had conspired to
allow Soviet agents inside sensitive areas
of the embassy on "numerous and
diverse occasions" last year.

Crowd throws stones at Spain
poison trial defendants
MADRID, Spain (A13) — An angry crowd threw stones Monday at defendants emerging from the opening session of the trial in the poison cooking
oil case that killed at least 584 people six years ago.
Prosecutors say the 38 defendants should serve thousands of years in jail
and pay mittions of dollars in fines for selling the toxic imitation olive oil.
Thousands of people, many related to victims, gathered outside the exhibition hall in a park on the outskirts of Madrid, whereauthorities created a
makeshift courtroom. The trial, where charges include homicide and fraud,
is expected to last about six months.
Some in the crowd cursed and threw stones when the defendants emerged
from the building after the morning session. Stones hit Adela Jaraute Martinez, the only woman among those on trial, as her lawyer led her to a waiting
car.
Lawyers on both sides complained about a lack of security and suggested
the trial might have to be suspended until protection was improved.
Juan Miguel Bengoechea, the main defendant, gave the government lawyer
vague is vlies and would not answer questions from private lawyers representing victims or their families. The first death was reported in May 1981 from
the adulterated rapeseed oil intended for industrial use.
Although Bengochea told an investigating judge in 1§81 he knew the oil
was destined for human consumption, he told Prosecutor Eduardo Fungairino
on Monday,. that he was aware of it only after reports of deaths.
Bengoechea's company imported the oil from France bythe tankerload.
The defendant told the three-judge panel his company imported adulturated
rapeseed oil for 12 or 13 years for . industrial purposes.
He replied vaguely when Fungairino tried to demonstrate that Bengoechea
knew that the oil was destined for human consumption and that the dye used
to mark it for industrial use was toxic. He said at one point he was not av.-ae
of what was on the bills sent to firms that bought tfie oil from him.

SENIOR CHALLENGE
We have spent many memorable years at the University of
Main; Our investment of time has led to personal growth
through experience in and out of the classroom. Soon well be
able to realize the benefits of our achievement.
As a member of the Class of 1987. we have an opportunity to
continue this investment while contributing to the future
development of our University. The 1987 Senior Challenge
program provides this opportunity.
Senior Challenge is co-sponsored by the Class of 1987 and the
UMaine Alumni Association. Its our chance to carry on a proud
tradition of alumni support for excellence at MAINE.
Since 1875, University of Maine alumni have taken an active
role in shaping the future of the University. The class of 1987 is
proud to share their pride and spirit...
...by taking the challenge, Join us'
Julie Ann Albert
John Ames
Robert Ascanio
Joanne Astle
Beckie Ayers
Lori Barneau
Jay Barrows
Denise Boutin
Eleanor Brady
Gail Brochu
Julie Brooks
Niobe Burden
Julie Byers
Leslee Canty
Andrea Cesare
Holly Chase
James Cotton
Robert Cuddy
Amy Culver
Patricia Danowski
Diane DeBlois
Brigite Dionne
Diane Dolloff

ID
/1/11/11/1/111112

David Driscoll
Juliana Dubay
Matthew Dunlap
Heidi Ellis
Lorraine Faulkner
Michelle Ferraro
Jennifer French
Ruth Gagnon
Kelly Galligan
Katherine Gill
Jennifer Lynn Goodwin
Parker Grant
Mark Hamlin
Joseph Harnan
Scott Harrison
Christopher Hennessey
Andrea Hines
Daniel Hitchcock
Marsha Jewell
Margery Johnson
Theresa Joyce
John Kovacs
Lisa Lachance
Sharon LeFlamme
Stephen Landry

Steven Ouellette
4aren Leopold
Mary Paine
Kenneth Liberty
Sally Ann Pauls
Susan Luke
Diane Phillips
Tina Lutes
Christopher Mader M. Cameron Phillips
Greg Pierce
Lynn Marshall
Susan Raymond
David McCarron
Robert Riley
Celine McDonald
Lynne McGouldrick Shawn Seeley
David Skidgel
Amanda McGrath
Cheryl Skinner
John McIntire
Tim Sorel
Julia McLaren
James Sturgis
Robert McMahan
Joan Sutton
Tanis Merette
Dawn Talbot
Lisa Miles
Bonny Thibeau
Lisa Miller
Jennifer Thomas
David Mitchell
Donna Trask
Joanne Monsen
Emily Johnes Moore Jeffrey Tully
Robert Turner
Kimberly Morison
Denise Veilleu,
Lourdes Murphy
Brian Warren
Kevin Nadeau
Donna Whalen
Todd Noyes
Lois Whitey
Karen Olmsted
James Young
Jill Metcalf Olson

TAKE STOCK IN MAINE
TAKE THE CHALLENGE
CLASS OF 1987

THE SECOND ANNUAL

CAMPUS
TALENT
SHOW
APRIL 6, 1987

7:30 p.m.
IN THE DAMN YANKEE
MEMORIAL UNION
DO YOU HAVE TALENT?
DO YOU WANT TO TURN IT
INTO CASH?

$50014S1
CASH PRIZES
REGISTER IN THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OR OCB
OFFICE IN THE MEMORIAL UNION OR CALL US AT
581-1775 OR 581-1840
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UMaine softball team's good fortune continues
bs Kevin Sjoberg
Staff Writer

Maine went on to score eight runs in
the final three innings to break the game
wide open.
In Friday's opener, Lynn Hearty pitched a three-hit shutout while striking
out nine along the way to pace the Black
Bears to an easy 7-0 win.
Stacey Caron went 4-for-4 while
Michelle Duprey slammed a two-run triple to carry the Maine offense.
Friday's second game again saw a
solid pitching performance turned in, asKim Thibeau hurled the day's second
shutout, this time a 4-0 victory.

The University of Maine softball
. team's good fortune continued this past
weekend when it picked up a pair of
doubleheader sweeps over Central Connecticut State and Boston College.
The Black Bears improved their record
to 18-12 by topping Central Connecticut
7-0 and 4-0 on Friday before winding up
their road swing with 5-1 and ':11-1 victories Sunday over BC.
Rain canceled Saturday's action
against the University of Rhode Island.
Hearty ripped a solo homer in the
Maine collected 46 hits during the
third inning to open the scoring for
four games and uontinued its supejb pitMaine. Caron collected three hits to lead
ching en route 40 a succesSTut stkend
the Black Bear attack.
trip.
Coach Janet Anderson also said the - ,Sunday, costly errors opened the door
for Maine's three-run first inning, and
team showed great improvement on the
the Black Bears were able to hold on for
defensive side, citing one particular ina.5-1. win over BC in the-afternoon's first
cident that took place in Sunday's segame.cond jgme.
Hearty was again masterful on the
The Bears were able ;o escape a bases
mound, upping her mark to 11-6 with a"
loaded, none out situation in the fourth
seven:hitter. The senior co-captain also
inning with just one run being allowed
compiled 10 strikeouts while walking
to score.
nobody.
The score was 3-0 at the time, and
Freshman shortstop Leah Mashaw
Anderson said that the team's maturity
knocked in a pair of runs with a double
was shown in being able to get out of the
and a sacrifice fly.
lam.
"They really buckled down in that
Maine capped off the double header
spot, they didn't lose their comwith an impressive 11-1 win over the
nosiire," Anderson said.
Fagle,
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0 Senior Council will be selling class T-shirts,
0 Senior Formal tickets, Senior Celebration tickets,0
O and graduation announcements in the Union, 0
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Thibeau threw a six-hitter, while
Maine's offense,banged out 15 hits.
Duprey continued her torrid hitting,
going 3-for-3 and collecting five runs
batted in.
Her grand slam homer in the fifth inning was part of a rally that turned a 3-1
lead into an 8-1 advantage.
Denise Boutin also had three hits,
while Caron, Kerrie Higgins, and Hearty had two'apiece.
"We were very consistent throughout
the weekend," Anderson said. "Both
our offense and defense played really
well."
The coach noted that despite several
fine individual performances, she is
unable to single out any particular player
responsible for the team's success.
"Everyone has contributed to the entire effort," Anderson said. "When
one says 'the University of Maine softball team, there is a real emphasis on
team."
Kn—derson said that even the bench has
been a big part of every game, with
substitutes sporting "rally caps" during
1

big innings, made famous by the world
,championi New York Mets. Non-starters
also do some running and loosening -up.
in between innings and all find a way to
somehow stay in the game.
"The atmosphere is much different
this year," Anderson added.
The busy schedule continues this
weekend, as the team will participate in
the Husky Invitational hosted by the
University of Connecticut.
Other teams in the event are the
University ,of Massachusetts and the
University of North Carolina.
The Bears will play UConn Friday at
1:30 p.m. in the opening round. Maine
has not beaten last year's ECAC runnersup in any of their previous 12 meetings.
"We're going in with a lot of determination," Anderson said. "We feel
we have as good a chance to win this
(tournament) as the other three teams
do.
"We've got to play errorless in the field
ar -keep the hitting going, if we do we
should be in the tourney from 'start to
finish."

aayspring Studios
presents:

As Eater
panda& Oil
Wylie
usitemporan
Chlv
111,Alk
Wednesday, Apri I
1140pc
Hauck koditorium
Ladersity of Maine

Sunday, Spril 5
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Hanc..x.k County saditor,un-..
ElLsvorth

rsKcis Srallabic Ar
lrnbs Book & ablc Start
311 Barka% St.
Bangor
1 hc. Vineyard
71 Stank St.
Ellsworth
Carts Book & Statioacy
Ofi la SL
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El Chaplet
Duce Club

ALCOHOL FREE NIGHT
Wednesday, Apnl 1
All ages invited to Dance to the sounds of Jeff
Savage. Open 8 - 1 a.m.
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Hoosiers tip Syracuse for NCAA title 74-73

•

NEW ORLEANS (AP)—Keith
Smart, a junior college transfer. scored
17 of his 21 points in the second half,
including, the game-winner with five
seconds left Monday night to give Indiana a 74-73 victory over Syracuse and
earn Coach Bob Knight his third national basketball title.
Smart also intercepted Derrick Coleman's floor-length desperation pass as
time ran out.
Syracuse had a chance to win but
Howard Triche missed the second of two
free throws with 38 seconds left and Coleman missed a 1-and-1 with 28 seconds
remaining.
In between, Smart, a quick 6-foot-1
guard, grabbed the rebound of Triche's
miss and drove for a goal to cut the
Orangemen's lead to 73-72. he hit the
game-winner from just inside the 3-point
"mark at the baseline as the Hoosiers
finished the season with a 30-4 record.
Knight joined the select company of
UCLA's John Wooden, with 10, and
Kentucky's Adolph Rupp, with four, as
Lcal,Ls who have won more than two
NCAA crowns. Knight, who won titles
in 1976 and 1981, saw the fulfillment of
the recent adjustments he made.
Previously, he was reluctant to sign
junior college transfers and had been opposed to using zone defenses.
But those changes helped Knight
share the Big Ten title with Purdue this
year and ultimately took him to New
Orleans.
•. %eve Alford, Indiana's all-time
leading scorer, added 23 points, hitting
sesen of 10 from 3-point_ range. His only other goal was a layup.
Forward Daryl Thomas added 20
points and Dean Garrett, another junior
college transfer, had 10 points and 10
rebounds.
Syracuse, which shared the Big East
title with Pittsburgh and Georgetown,
got 20 points from point guard Sherman
Douglas. 18 from center Rony Seikaly
and 12 from guard Greg Monroe.
Coleman, a 6-9 freshman, grabbed 19
rebounds, two short of the tournament
record set by Bill Spivey in Kentucky's
championship win over Kansas State in
1951.
Indiana trailed most of the first half,
but two straight 3-pointers by Alford put
them in the loc.kerroom at halftime with
a 34-33 lead.

Have a heart to heart
with your doctor...

Indiana took a 41-37 lead in the second half, but Syracuse outscored the
Hoosiers 15-3, with reserve Derek
Brower contributing five points and
Seikaly four points for a 52-44 lead.
The Hoosiers bounced back with a
10-0 run as reserve Joe Hillman made
two steals and Garrett blocked shots by
Seikaly and Coleman. Smart's jumper
capped the run for a 54-52 Indiana lead.
Syracuse came back with seven
straight points, the last on Douglas'
3-Pointer.
Indiana came back to tie it at 61 on
a basket by Smart. After three more ties.
Seikaly scored with 2:03 remaining. He
was fouled on the play, but missed the
free throw.
Smart then tied it at 70 with a quick
move to the basket with 1:20 left

Triche then made a goal with 56
seconds remaining for a 72-70 Syracuse
lead. Smart, from nearby Baton Rouge,
then missed a shot with Triche grabbing
the rebound. But Smart came back to hit
the final two baskets.
As Coleman went to the free throw
line with 28 seconds left after being fouled by Smart, no Syracuse players joined
him along the lane. When he missed, Indiana had an easy rebound. Smart, named most valuable player, then took over.
Syracuse, bidding for its first NCAA
basketball title, finished the season 31-7.
The Orangemen's only other Final Four
appearance was in 1975, and they finished fourth.
Indiana won its fifth title overall, also
winning in 1940 and 1953 under Coach
Branch McCracken.
Syracuse, a poor free-throw shooting

team with a 64 percent mark this season,
Made only 11 of 20 Monday night. Both
teams shot 48 percent from the field and
Syracuse outrebounded the Hoosiers
38-35.
The Hoosiers' route to the title started
in Indianapolis; where they beat Fairfield
and Auburn to advance to the Midwest
Regional in Cincinnati. There, they beat
Duke and Louisiana State to get to New
Orleans.
On Saturday, the Hoosiers beat topranked Nevada-Las Vegas, 97-93.
Syracuse, the No. 2 seed in the East,
beat Georgia Southern and Western Kentucky on its home court, then won the
regional by beating Florida and North
Carolina at the Meadowlands in New
Jersey.
The Orangemen beat P ovidence
77-63 to achance to the final.
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Icelandair Direct to Luxembourg from Boston
is only $599 round trip!
• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium.
• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical
Eurailpasses are available.
• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per
week short term and even lower for long term rentals.*
• Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19
Europeak Countries.—
•Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and
Frankfurt.
• We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore Washington
and Orlando.
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American Heart
Assocon

vVERE FIGHTING FOP
'CUP LIFE

AMY

ICELANDA1R
CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
tire frets Super Apex Fare valid 6187 thru 9787 7 day .r rirurrt 60 day maximum Payment 14 days prior to departure
Fares strOeLl
nagge Penagy fp,,,,,pliat.ort 93 departure tax and 910 Us customs irnmigratoon fee Limited avallabrlity, other
restrocsions may apply
`P,K,based on rate of exchange 21187 ...Reservations subiect to avaaab,I tty Fullrefunds with aid day prior cancellation

